
THE 
WELLIG HAT



The Wellig Hat
What appears to be a simple striped slouchy hat is so 

much more.  Short rows make the stripes wider in the 

front, pushing the whole design down and back, empha-

sizing the slouch of  this hat.  A simple 2 color pattern 

can be made in a variety of  different color combinations, 

creating a wide array of  looks from the same pattern.

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Guage:  
20 stitches=4 inches

Materials:
Size 7 circular or DPN knitting needles

worsted weight wool or wool blend yarn in 2 colors, 

80yds each color.

Tapestry needle 

5 markers

Stitches Used:
co - cast on

k - knit

p - purl

pm - place marker

sl - slip

k2t - knit two together

Sizing:
Baby (Toddler, Child, Teen, Adult)



Instructions:

Using Color A: CO 72 (80, 92, 100, 108)

Join in the round, making sure not to twist your stitches.  

PM

*k2, p2*repeat to end of  round

Repeat for a total of  6 (6,8,10,10) rounds

Switch to color B, k14 (16, 19, 21, 23), pm(a), k4, pm(b),  

k36 (40, 46, 50, 54), pm(c),  k4, pm (d), k14 (16, 19, 21, 

23), pm(e)

^(RS) k to 1 before m(c), sl, bring yarn forward, sl the 

wrapped st back onto your left needle, turn

(WS) p to 1 before m(b), sl, bring yarn to the back, sl the 

wrapped st back onto your left needle, turn

(RS) k to end of  round, picking up wrapped stitch

k to end of  round, picking up wrapped stitch

Switch to color A.

(RS) k to 1 before m(d), sl, bring yarn forward, sl the 

wrapped st back onto your left needle, turn

(WS) p to 1 before m(a), sl, bring yarn to the back, sl the 

wrapped st back onto your left needle, turn

(RS) k to end of  round, picking up wrapped stitch

k to end of  round, picking up wrapped stitch^

Note:  you should have 5 rows per color in the front of  

the hat and 3 in the back.

Continue ^ section until your hat reaches 5 (6, 6.5, 7, 

7.5)” from *the shorter (back)* CO edge.  

Remove current markers and reposition them so they 

are 18 (20, 23, 25, 27) st apart.

Note: for the following section please remember to 

switch colors every 4 rows

Switch to DPN as needed.

*k to 2 before marker, k2t* repeat to end of  round

Repeat decrease rounds until there are 10 stiches left 

between needles.  *k3, k2t* repeat to end of  round

*k2, k2t* repeat to end of  round

*k, k2t* repeat to end of  round

*k2t* repeat to end of  round

Cut yarn.  Use needle to thread tail through remaining 

stitches and pull tight.  Knot and weave in ends.


